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RESUME 

Technological and industrial applications of neutrons are reviewed except ap
plications in power generation, biology and medicine, and solid-state research. Tech
niques are grouped in three main categories: material production, material testing, 
and material analysis. Following a brief description of the different methods, an 
attempt is made to assess their applicability and to point out current developments. 

ABSTRACT 

The present review describes applications of neutrons in technology and indus
try, except in such fields as electrical power generation, solid-state work, medical 
diagnosis and therapy, and biophysics which will all be covered by separate papers. 

One of the most important usages of neutrons is the production of isotopes for 
many different purposes. The exposure of stable elements to reactor neutrons has now 
become a routine technique, with several thousand irradiations performed every year 
in reactors equipped with the appropriate installations. Multiple capture and iso-
topically enriched or radioactive target material must be used for the production of 
isotopes farther off the valley of stability. An example for the production of a sta
ble isotope is the doping of semiconductor material with phosphorus produced by cap
ture of neutrons in silicon. 

Another well-established method that requires the availability of neutrons is 
neutron radiography, a procedure for the nondestructive testing of materials. For 
light objects that present little attenuation to X-rays, for thick and heavy mate
rial with too strong absorption of electromagnetic radiation, and for samples with 
components of similar atomic number which show little contrast in X-ray or Y-ray 
radiographs, neutron radiography is often the only alternative. Whereas neutron 
radiographs made at reactors are now of excellent quality in terms of contrast and 
resolution, much effort is presently devoted to the development of mobile neutron 
sources that allow a reasonable compromise of exposure time and picture quality. 

An equally well-developed technique is the use of neutrons for analytical pur
poses. A powerful routine method for the quantitative determination of elements is 
activation analysis based upon capture of thermal neutrons from a reactor, with sub
sequent radioactive decay. The utilization of other reactions such as (n,p), (n,a) 
and (n,2n) and other sources is under development in several places. A variation of 
the method is spectrometry of the prompt y rays emitted upon neutron capture; this 
technique is recommended in cases where capture results in the production of isoto
pes that are either stable or have unpractically short or long half lives. Other 
analytical applications of neutrons include the assay of nuclear fuel for which a 
whole family of methods, both passive and active, has been developed, moisture meas
urements based on the detection of neutrons scattered from hydrogen in soil and oth
er materials, and such advanced techniques as the investigation of the size distri
bution of defect clusters in steel samples by small-angle neutron scattering. 
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1. Incr-iHuction 

The steady progress in experimental techniques for the production and detec
tion of neutrons, the ready availability of a large body of neutron nuclear data,the 
improvement of computational methods for the moderation and transport of neutrons 
and, last but not least, our growing understanding of the physics of neutron reac
tions have all contributed to the rapid development of practical applications of 
neutrons in such varied fields as power generation, solid-state investigations, 
medical diagnosis and therapy and biophysics, but also in a large number of tech
nological processes and industrial techniques. 

Whereas separate talks will be devoted at this Conference to each of the former 
topics, technological and industrial applications of neutrons are the subject of the 
present paper. Nearly all known types of nuclear reactions involving neutrons have 
been used for some kind of application. Devices for both the production and detection 
of neutrons (and other types of radiation as well) that were once developed in and 
whose use was for a long time confined to the nuclear physics laboratory, are now 
often routine equipment in industrial facilities. And there is, on the other hand, 
hardly any important industry that does not directly or indirectly rely on proces
ses in which neutrons play a fundamental role. 

It would be beyond the scope of this paper to describe in any detail all of 
these applications, or merely give a complete and balanced survey. There have been 
large international conferences on all of the more important applications, and count
less regional meetings and workshops on special topics, with tens of thousands of 
densely-packed pages of proceedings, so the task of compiling all this information 
would be a formidable one. Also there are industrial techniques of paramount impor
tance to the aforementioned other fields of neutron applications and which therefore 
deserve a description there; an example is the analysis of 3teel samples as applied, 
but by no means restricted, to reactor structure materials. Finally, there are in
stances where the interesting, challenging, or developing part of an industrial ap
plication is net in the neutron-technological section of the procedure; such a case 
is the production and use of radioactive chemicals for medical and biological purpo
ses. These techniques will therefore be hardly more than mentioned in this paper, 
although nobody would want to deny, e.g., our pharmaceutical works the status of an 
industry. All this will make the present paper appear as a kaleidoscopic, rather than 
comprehensive and complete, review of the subject. 

£*.£â«£S2ftkH.2ft.3i»*i2Q,âSeU£âSi2Sâ 

Neutron applications could be grouped according to the nuclear reactions used; 
such reactions are (n,f), (n,y), (n,p), (n,a), m,2n), (n,n), (n,n'Y) and combina
tions of these such as used in transmission or backscatter measurements. They could 
also be grouped according to the neutron source; the most widely used neutron sources 
are reactors, radioactive sources of the <a,n), (y,n) and spontaneous fission type, 
and even charged-particle accelerators like sealed-cff d-t neutron tubes, Cackroft-
Walton generators, Van-de-Graaffs and occasionally electron linacs. A third possibil
ity is grouping according to applications in the different industries. This, however, 
would cause duplicate or multiple description of techniques, and has therefore not 
been adopted. Instead, a fourth schene of division has been chosen in which appli
cations are grouped according to the purpose, with three main categories: isotope 
production, material testing, and material analysis. 
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As the reverse reactions of neutron production are not easily realized, the 
•oltinate fate of a neutron is always absorption and production of a new atomic 
nucleus. In the chapter on isotope production, only those techniques will be de
scribed in which the purpose of the process is the production of quantities of 
aacrosccpic mass or activity of isotopes with special or unique properties. Occa
sionally, the objective is not the production but the annihilation of an isotonic 
species; exasples are the burning of poisons and of nuclear waste in power reactors, 
subjects both too closely related to power generation to be dealt with here. 

On the other hand, if neutrons are used =s.s a probe for the measurement of 
different properties of the samples under test, the goal is to produce as many 
nuclear reactions as necessary for the measurement of the property wanted, but as 
little of the reaction product as possible, and in no case weighable quantities. 
We call material testing a_l those applications where qualitative information is 
obtained and usually evaluated in an analog way. These techniques are generally 
termed neutron radiography. 

This is opposed to analytical methods which consist in the quantitative 
measurement of the contents in some isotopes, elements or cocpounds, or their ratios, 
of the material under investigation. Such techniques are moisture gauging, activa
tion analysis with thermal and fast neutrons, prompt neutron-capture *f-ray analysis, 
and a number of different methods developed for the analysis of heavy (fissile or 
fertile) elements with which neutrons show quite varied types of behaviour. 

The last chapter will briefly touch upon a method that is still in the de
veloping state and for which a considerable number of fundamental physical questions 
remains open. 
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3.1 Radioactive Isotopes 

1* L- L Pf eduction 

Probably the most important use of neutrons next to the generation of thermo
electric power is the production of radioactive isotopes for a large variety of 
different purposes, usually by capture of thermal neutrons in a reactor. The normal 
procedure is to irradiate in a neutron flux * for a given time T some element, or 
compound, containing the target isotope which, upon capture of a neutron, transforms 
into the desired species of half life T\/i. If p and a are the abundance and capture 
cross section of the target isotope, the activity a at time t after removal from the 
reactor is given by * 

a » — m L p o * { l - e ) e , (1) 

where L is Avogadro's number, m is the irradiated mass of the element, A the mass 
number of the target isotope, and X » In 2 / Ti/2 the decay constant of the radio
active product. It follows from (1) that 90 % of the saturation activity is reached 
after an irradiation time T » 3.33 Tj/2, the limiting term in the saturation activi
ty being the product m p a •. As for a given isotope p and a are constant and m is 
limited by self^absorption and sometimes also by the quantity available, it imme
diately becomes obvious why reactors, with their unexcelled neutron flux, are to-
date the most popular neutron source for this purpose. 

Table I is a list of the more common radioactive isotopes with half lives long 
enough to be produced in a reactor, and of the reactions suited for mass production. 

The simplest (and usually cheapest) way of obtaining radioactive isotopes is 
to buy them. There are several commercial manufacturers that provide almost any of 
the longer-lived isotopes in nearly every chemical and physical form, complete with 
canning, shielding, etc. If this is not possible, use can be made of the irradiation 
services that most research reactors offer. For low-fluence activation there are a 
few canning materials that, depending upon the requirements, may not need to be 
removed after irradiation; for higher fluence or stringent background requirements, 
however, removal of the irradiation capsule is usually necessary. Sometimes a radio
chemical treatment is required. This is always the case for the production of iso
topes that are only obtained from nuclear fission. For this purpose fast and effi
cient separation processes have been developed. - What chemical compound and which 
purity grade is recommended, and whether or net isotopically enriched target material 
is necessary, depends upon the purpose for which the radioactive product is to be 
used. There are, however, a few isotopes that will always have to be made from 
separated target material. An extreme example is k7C& which, under optimum irradia
tion conditions, will account for only about 3 % of the total activity if a natural 
calcium target is used, and for which enriched U5Ca is therefore necessary. 

An interesting method of obtaining neutron-rich isotopes that are either too 
short-lived or too little abundant in the fission-product mixture i3 double neutron 
captura. If a target nuclide (index 0) captures neutrons to produce a nuclide 
(index 1) that undergoes either radioactive decay or neutron capture to form the 
desired species (index 2), then its activity after an irradiation tisse T 

M neglecting effects like seIf-shielding, burnout of the product, etc. 
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n0 q0 gI *2 *l r. A2 -A.T A
 Ai -A2T, ... 

A, A, ^2~^1 ^2~A1 

is proportional to the square of the neutron flux *. Here n0 » m0 pQ L / A is the 
number of atoms of the target material, X^ « in 2/Ti/2(i) are the radioactive decay 
constants and A^ » A^ + * a^ the "total" decay constants which account for the loss 
of material by both decay and capture. For large irradiation times T the ratio of the 
activities of the final and intermediate nuclides becomes 

a2 ax X2 

— (T* -) - 7- -r- «. (3) 
*1 Xl A 2 

For ia3Ta/IS2Ta this ratio is as large as .12, for * » 10llf neutrons cm"2 sec"1 which 
is a rather conservative neutron flux value. 159Au may also be produced in this way, 
although with the same flux the product is rather impure (a2/ai

 3 0.8 for T •+• • ), and 
another production mechanism based on the use of separated l53Pt is normally preferred. 

As can be seen from Table I, neutron reactions for the production of radioactive 
isotopes can be grouped in four main categories, viz. 

(i) Nuclear Fission: 
Fission products are neutron-rich isotopes that can often not be obtained by 
other reactions. The effort associated with the necessary radiochemical treat
ment and the large total activities that must be handled favour alternative ways 
of production. 

(ii) Neutron Capture: 
The (n,y) reaction accounts for most radioactive isotopes produced today for 
practical applications, both in terms of radioactive species and kilograms, 
or curies. It is usually very specific. Unless the primary capture product 
decays with short half lite into the (longer-lived) isotope of interest, the 

. radioactive species cannot be separated from the target material by chemical 
means. This is a shortcoming in all applications where carrier-free radioactive 
material is needed, and gives charged-particle reactions leading to the same 
product some advantage. Charged-particle reactions are also preferred if iso
topes are to be produced in the surface of a sample, as is sometimes the case 
in tribology. 

(iii) Other Neutron-Induced Reactions: 
A few of the lighter nuclides undergo (n,CP) reactions with thermal neutrons. 
These reactions are very specific and, just as capture with successive radio
active decay, le« to carrier-free material. They are also usually the most 
economic process. Such important Isotopes as tritium and '^C are produced via 
this reaction. 

(iv) Multiple Meutron Capture: 
Heavier isotopes (A i, 240) can only be obtained by multiple capture of neutrons. 
The most famous example is 2 3 2Cf which, taking 2j\' as the starting material, 
requires the capture of no fewer than 14 neutrons by one nucleus. 

In summary, sore radioactive isotopes for practical usage can be produced with 
neutrons than with any other particles, and there is no doubt that fission reactors 
will be the most important machines for radioactive isotopa production for a long 
tirr.a to ccr.e. 
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TABLE *Z 
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3.1.2 _Use_ of Radioactive .Isotcoes 

In order to illustrate the great variety of purposes that radioactive isotopes 
can serve, Table II gives some of the store important industrial applications of 
radioisotopes produced by neutron reactions, with an indication of the industries 
that use them most 3' 5"»' 10. 

Gauging is applied to almost everything, from bottled beer to concrete. Advan
tages of radioisotope gauging include better quality and uniformity of products, 
closer tolerances, savings of raw material, reduction of scrap, reduced shutdown 
time, cheaper control equipment and lower labour costs. 

Radioisotope radiography is applied to welds, castings and forglngs, material 
to be machined or repaired, and for thickness variation measurements. Its main 
advantages as compared to other methods of testing are its nondestructiveness,-the 
greater reliability and resulting quality of products, the reduced cost and time of 
inspection and the reduction of scrap. 

The ionizing effect of radiation from isotopes is used to eliminate static 
electricity on fibers, tapes, fabrics, paper and board, glass detonators and also 
on balances. It is also used to trigger or stabilize the discharge in electron tubes, 
to provide a very sensitive means of detecting gas chromatographic fractions and to 
ionize molecules in vacuum gauges. The advantages include, in addition to those 
already mentioned with the other applications, a reduction of fire hazard and a 
considerable increase in production speed. 

Studies with tracers have almost unlimited applications, and in addition to 
the advantages already mentioned, open possibilities that would otherwise not have 
been given. 

The irradiation cf bulk material serves mainly two purposes, the first being 
sterilization of many different items including medical and pharmaceutical material 
and equipment, sewage sludge and also different kind of foodstuffs. The second is 
induction or acceleration of chemical reactions, examples being polymerization, 
copolireerization, telomerization, the formation of cross-links., but also ionic 
processes of different kinds. 

In addition to the industries listed in Table II there are many other users 
for radioisotopes. Radioactive power sources ll serve a number of industries in
cluding those engaged in space and marine technology, and also medicine (for heart 
pacemakers). 

In agriculture, radioisotopes are used for soil, plant and animal nutrition 
studies, fertilizer placement, water volume and movement measurements, in animal 
pathology, entomology and weed control. 

Hydrology 9 makes use of radioisotopes for measurements of stream, velocity 
and direction of surface and of ground water, for tracing effluents from waste 
disposal, for sediment transport studies etc. 

Perhaps the widest and sast varied fields of radioisotope applications are 
biophysics, iicchanistry and medicine ^-ls > with a ver/ large number of techniques 
fcr testing the faction cf organs, detectingaalfur.eeion» and deseases, and some-

http://detectingaalfur.ee
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TABLE III 
WORLD SAVINGS ESTIMATE FOR RADIOISOTOPE APPLICATIONS 

TO DIFFERENT INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES* 

ESTIMATED ANNUAL SAVINGS 

PROCESS 

radioisotope gauging 

gamma radiography 

ionization methods 

use of radioactive tracers 

bulk irradiation 

agriculture 

hydrology 

biology 

medicine 

(MILLIONS OF US-$) 

LOW HIGH 

162 194 

38 58 

1 2 

95 146 

no figures given 

> not included in survey 

From Ref.10 
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3. K3jEço_noaios _of „Industrial Applications of Jtadioisqtpges 

The economic ispact of the use of neutron-produced radioisotopes in the differ
ent industries has been so important that in 1964 the International Atomic Energy 
Agency convened a meeting on industrial radioisotope economics in which an attempt 
was made to assess both the technical and economic savings 10. Although it turned 
out that such a plan was more difficult to realize than anticipated, the conference 
eventually case out with estimates for world annual savings due to radioisotope 
applications in gauging, gamma radiography, ionization methods and use of tracers. 
These figures (cf. Table III) total t 296 million according to the low, and t 400 
million according to the high estimate. An updated version of that survey has, to 
our knowledge, never been prepared, an indication that these techniques are now 
considered as a well-established technology. 

3.2 Stable Isotopes 

3_.2.1_Ijotcgically_Enriçhed.or Dep_leted_Eleaents 

Occasionally, neutrons are also used to produce stable isotopes. One example 
for such an application is the production of isotopically enriched or depleted 
elements. Despite the recent success of projects for the enrichment of stable iso
topes by so-called one-step (or few-step) processes, there are until now very few 
elements to which the technique has been applied on a laboratory scale, and none 
that are as yet economically competitive with existing enrichment techniques. As 
all but perhaps half a dozen elements are now enriched electromagnetically, and this 
process is not cheap, there are cases where considerable economic savings could be 
realized if other sources of enriched, or depleted, material were accessible. 

One such source has been tapped for the production of 99mTc, namely stable 
molybdenum extracted from fission products. This material is poor in 35Mo which 
accounts for about 90 % of the cross section of the natural element and free from 
92Mo and 9**Mo. Thus a considerable increase in specific activitity is obtained by 
use of "artificial" molybdenum from fission products. Specific activity is important 
for the medical application of 99nTc which is now produced 1 5 at a rate of about 
300 Ci/week in a reactor like the Karlsruhe FR-2. 

^•?J2_ £sotepes forjtoalv^tical Chemistrv 

Another application is the production of reference material for isotope dilu
tion analysis, an analytical method widely used in the nuclear fuel cycle. In iso
tope dilution analysis a known quantity of the unknown sample is mixed with a known 
quantity of reference material with isotopic composition as different from the sample 
material as possible, the so-called spike. The spike, sample, and mixture are then 
subjected to mass spectrometry. If the proper procedures are followed, the method 
is very precise and very sensitive; e.g., 5 x 10~*5 g of fission product *37Cs from 
leaking fuel elements per g of sodium can routinely be determined 1 3 in fast reactor 
coolant to an accuracy of ± 2 %. 

For stable elements, spike solutions are prepared from one isotope, usually 
the least abundant, enriched elactromagnetically to very high purity. This is not 
feasible for mono isotopic elements (such a3 cesium) and very impractical for sc.r.e cf 
the actir.ides. Therefore the method of choice is here to use selective nuclear reac
tions for production of the isotopes wanted. Spike solutions for uraniua (23-U), 
Plutonium (2t+2?u, al30 2 3 9Pu), aesericium (2t*'lA,ii, 2<t3Am), curium C2t*ifC:n) and 
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r.eptuniua (23%p, froo a decay of 2U3Aa) are produced this way. Although these iso
topes are not stable, their radioacitvity (except in the case of 2<*3Am frca which 
2.355-day 23?Np is "milked") is not essential, and all have half lives well over 
400 years so that decay corrections are easily possible and usually negligible. This 
is why the production of spike material has been described under the heading stable 
isotopes. In fact, the cesium spike for the above-mentioned example ia consisted of 
43 % ̂ 33Cs, 31 % l35Cs and 26 % l37Cs whose latter half life is known to be only 
30 years. 

3.2.3 Semiconductor^Doçinç 

A problem in the doping of semiconductor material is the inhomogeneity of the 
spatial distribution of the dona tor or acceptor atoms in the host material. For 
silicon doped with phosphorus by conventional methods local variations of the elec
tric resistivity are as large as ± 30 % of the mean. This severely limits the per
formance of semiconductor components made from this kind of material. 

If, however, silicon is irradiated with thermal neutrons, one of its isotopes 
becomes radioactive and decays into stable phosphorus according to the reaction 

30Si(n,Y) 3IS1 2 J" h> »P. 

The small capture cross section of silicon (o * 160 mb) allows the treatment of large 
samples, up to and above 60 mm in diameter, to be doped with an accuracy of ± 1 % of 
the target concentration, with unmeasurabie inhomogeneity. An example of the re
sulting distribution of the resistivity l9 is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig . 1 . 
Raaiat iv i ty d i s tr ibut ion in a l . l . l s i l i c o n wafer as measured 'oy the spreading 
res is tance probe, a: f l o a t zone s i l i c o n , n-typa. b: float: zcr.s s i i i m n , dcoed b; 
r.eutron i rradia t ion . Courtesy of w. ZirT.arsann.P.af. i 5 . 
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The technique is applied to the manufacture of a multitude of electronic com
ponents for which homogeneity of the resistivity is important, from multidiode 
vidicons to power thyristors, with very good results. E.g., data for a commercially 
available thyristor produced from neutron-doped silicon are as follows 20: 

positive and negative peak voltage 3.2 kV 
maximum effective current 1250 A 
maximum peak current (10 ms, 25 C) 13400 A 
operating temperature -40 ... '+ 120 C 

Thyristors for such impressive projects as the dams at Cobora Bassa, Mozambique, 
and Nelson River, Canada, are actually being fabricated by this technique. 

»««£>« «23«Ei«i22Ia2bX 

A completely different category of neutron applications is neutron radiography 
21 ~23. Here the aim is not to produce some material with special properties, but to 
determine the properties of given objects, usually by means of pictures, in a quali
tative or seal-quantitative way. This is opposed to the quantitative determination 
of the isotopic or elemental composition of the samples under test which we call 
material analysis and to which we will come later in this paper. 

Radiography as a method came into being soon after the availability of power
ful and reliable X-ray sources. It has been in routine application for more than 
half a century, and its merits need not be described here. Neutron radiography, 
starting some 40 years later, has now also developed into a widely-used technology 
because of a few properties that are not offered by X-radiography. 

One of these differences to X-radiography is the strong interaction of neutrons 
with hydrogen and hydrogeneous material which makes the method very well applicable 
to the investigation of plastics, oil, adhesives, water and other light substances 
which cannot be detected with X-rays. Another property of neutrons important for 
neutron radiography is their longer range in heavy material making the method suited 
for the investigation of hydrogeneous material enclosed in metal (iron or even lead) 
containers. Because neutron cross sections vary markedly from element to element, 
and are often very different for isotopes of the same element/ differences in iso-
topic composition and structures of material with similar atomic number are easily 
revealed. Also there are efficient methods for the detection of neutrons that are 
very insensitive to X or Y rays; using these methods, neutron radiographs of highly 
radioactive samples can be taken. 

4.1 Neutron Radiography Techniques 

The principle of neutron radiography consists in placing the object under study 
in a colligated (not necessarily parallel) neutron beam and recording the pattern of 
the transmitted neutrons £cf. Fig. 2) . 
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Pig. 2. 
Typical arrangement for radiography with reactor neutrons. 
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4. !_. 1 Neutroti Sour ces 

As the minimum detector exposure necessary for a good-contrast radiograph is 
of the order of lo6 neutrons/cm2, and collimator length-to-entrance diameter ratios 
smaller than 10 provide no useful resolution, a lower limit for the primary neutron 
flux is about 10* neutrons cm""2 sec"1, with three more orders of magnitude being 
helpful for high-resolution investigations 2tf. This means that reactors are until 
now the most important source, and most neutron radiographs have been taken with 
reactor neutrons. 

Neutron radiography is available as a service from nearly all research reactors 
115 "**7. Generally this is the most economic way of getting high-quality radiographs, 
one reason being that reactors are the cheapest neutron source on the cost-per-neutron 
scale, and reactor operators have usually been using their radiography equipment for 
a long time. Neutron spectra, flux conditions, possible sample dimensions etc. vary 
-somewhat from one reactor to another. 

The one big drawback of reactors as a neutron source for radiography is the 
fact that they are stationary. Therefore the use of different kinds of accelerators 
has also been investigated, although most of these applications have until now 
suffered from poor intensity. The Cockroft-Walton accelerator has probably received 
the most attention because of the low energy necessary and relatively high yield of 
the 3H(d,n) **He reaction. A severe drawback, however, is the short lifetime of the 
tritium targets. - A larger neutron yield is offered by the reaction 9Be(d,n) 10B 
which, however, requires a deuteron energy above 1 MeV. Machines providing deuterons 
of this energy are neither cheap nor mobile, but may be an alternative to a reactor 
if a medium-to-good performance, in-house facility for high throughput is wanted. -
Of course, neutrons from electron linacs can also be, and are being, used for neutron 
radiography; they offer the advantage of also being suited for high-energy X-radio-' 
graphy. 

The use of radioactive sources is even more problematic. Sources of the (a,n) 
type have hardly sufficient intensity; for (y>n) sources the high y background is 
an additional drawback. Only 2 5 2Cf has been used for neutron radiography to a signi
ficant extent. Its main application is in portable devices. 

4. K2_ Collimators 

The flux and unsharpness at the detector being given, in first approximation, 
by the relations 

* » (d/4 I)2 • and 
o 

u - d x s / U - s ) 

where *0, d, 1 and s are the flux at the source area of the collimator, inlet aper
ture diameter, length of collimator, and object-to-detector distance, respectively, 
we see that there is a trade-off of intensity, i.e. contrast, object size, and 
measuring tine, vs resolution, i/d ratios in practical installations are most ccm-
mcnly between 50 and 500. 
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According to the types of detector used, we distinguish four different methods 
or exposure " • : 

In direct exposure, the incident thersal neutrons are captured by foils con
taining e lèsent s like Li, 3, Cd, Sa or, for best sensitivity, Gd which upon capture 
of a neutron eait short-range ionizing radiation. This radiation exposes a fine-
grain, single-coated X-ray fila in a light-tight cassette that also accomodates the 
converter foil. 

An alternative, the so-called indirect method, uses converter foils such as 
Rh, Ag, In, Sa. Au or, most often, Dy. These elements contain isotopes that are 
activated by the neutrons. It is only after activation that they are placed in 
contact with the film. This eliminates fogging of the fila by X rays and Y rays 
present in the neutron beam, or by radiation from radioactive samples. 

The third method does not use film but relies on the tracks caused by a par
ticles (from 6Li or 10B) in sheets of suitable dielectric material, usually plastics, 
in which the tracks are made visible by consecutive etching. This so-called track-
etch method does not depend upon half lives (as the indirect method), is linear in 
response over a wide dynamic range, has good spatial resolution, and is insensitive 
to photons (i.e., light, X, and Y rays). However, no satisfactory procedure is as 
yet known for the conversion of spatial track density into visual contrast. Research 
work on this problem is in progress in a few places. 

The fourth category of detection methods provides for on-line viewing of 
dynamic events. Sadiation from the converter foil is either transformed into visible 
light processed by conventional means (image intensifier, TV camera or fast framing 
optical camera), or passed through two multi-wire propertional chambers arranged 
under 90 ° to each other the signals frca which are electronically processed and 
visualized on a cathode-raj oscilloscope. 

^K^Nontherma^ Neutron^ Energies 

Although the vast majority of neutron radiographs has been taken with thermal 
neutrons, other neutron energies have also been used. Generally, the incentive for 
doing so is the increase in useful depth caused by the decrease of cross sections 
with neutron energy. 

Frequently, the neutrons are simply filtered by cadmium and detected by a 
converter such as indium with a large activation resonance at 1.46 eV. For fast 
neutron radiography, in addition to detection techniques similar to those used at 
thermal energies, transfer-detection materials activated by (n,o), (n,p), (n,2n) 
and (n,n') reactions are also used. Alternate detection methods are viewing of a 
scintillating phosphor excited by knock-on protons, direct production of track-
etch images by fast neutrons, and again crossing of two multiwire proportional 
counters. 
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4.2 Neutron Radiography in Various Industries 

4_. 2_. l_Nuclear_ Industry 

Neutron radiography is most: widely used in the nuclear industry 26 " 29 for two 
reasons: first, cross sections of nuclear material (fuel, moderator, trim and con
trol rod material, burnable poisons, shielding) are such that it is easily amenable 
to thermal neutron radiography; and second, nuclear reactors were traditionally more 
readily available to the nuclear than to any other industry. 

One such application is quality assurance of fresh fuel elements such as fuel 
rods. Quantities that are routinely checked are the enrichment or uranium-to-pluto
nium ratio and the physical conditions of assembled fuel pins. The technique allows 
the detection of laminations, structural flaws, fissile density variations, hydro-
geneous inclusions, and voids in the pellet column. 

Of equal importance is the investigation of irradiated or spent fuel pins. 
These measurements include dimensional changes of the pins, pellet damage, and damage 
to the cladding. Leaky pins are easily identified by the presence of small amounts 
of water, and even near-leaks due to hydrogen embrittlement of the cladding can be 
located. 

4.2.2 Explosives and Ordnance 

Nondestructive testing of explosives and ordnance components 30' 31 is 
characterized by the need to check the proper location of components and to detect 
voids of hydrogen-rich material in high-density (usually brass or steel) containers, 
sometimes of considerable thickness. 

The application of neutron radiography in this industry has prompted substan
tial benefits. Prior to the use of neutron radiography, acceptance of the products 
was based on both tight production controls and statistical sampling of appreciable 
percentages of each lot, the samples being tested functionally, i.e. destructively. 
As time went on, however, these statistical tests were considered increasingly less 
adequate to the stringent requirements placed upon certain components of explosive 
devices to be used in critical applications. In this situation, introduction of 
neutron radiography and its combination with other nondestructive testing methods, 
and the application of these tests to the total production have in some cases com
pletely eliminated the occurrence of assemblies defective because of missing or 
misplaced components. 

4^2i3_Aerospace 

Another industry whose products depend critically upon the quality of compo
nents and subassemblies is the aeronautics and space industry 32 ~ 3S. It is there
fore not amaz-ing that in this industry quality control plays a more important role 
than elsevhere, and the blessings of neutron radiography have not gone undiscovered. 

Applications range from tests of adhesive bonds in r.etal honeycomb and phenolic 
fibergias3-to-r,etal structures to the inspection of virtually ail kinds of spacecraft 
components prior to assembly. 

In this industry Van-de-Graaff generators are 3oaeti3es used as sources 3U, 
and the nobility of a system with a 2'2Cf neutron source has proved particularly 
useful in A nuziber of in-situ applications 35. Examples are the detection of wing 
tan}; corrosion in DC-9 aircraft, corrosion in a C-130 aircraft wing, stress corrosion 
in A-? nose landing gear, and disbor.ded portions in helicopter main rotor blades. 
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Another interesting example is the detection of residual cores in cast turbine 
engine blades and vanes for high-temperature applications 33. If left in place, 
these core residues partially block internal cooling channels essential for proper 
operation of the devices. Because of the complexity of the passages the detection of 
core residues by visual methods or standard X-ray techniques is difficult. The prob
lem could be solved with neutron radiography at a reactor; by adding a saall amount 
of gadolinium oxide to the ceramic core, a considerable increase in contrast was 
obtained. 

4.2.4 Biology and_Medicine 

Neutron radiography is only now beginning to be recognized as a valuable tool 
in the life sciences 3 . An example for this kind of applications is the investiga
tion of metal implants in the jaws to effect a semiburied type of attachment for 
the retention of dental prostheses. Neutron radiography allows to detect soft-tissue 
hydrogeneous material formed between the metal ind bone that can lead to the failure 
of the implant; X-radiography does not show the existence of this tissue. 

Perhaps the most interesting medical application of neutron radiography is in 
bone surgery. Whereas the surgeon removing soft tissue malignancies has available 
to him an almost instant diagnostic procedure for the determination of the type of 
lesion involved, viz. the technique of the frozen section, which allows him (at 
least in principle) to completely remove extensions of the lesion into surrounding 
tissues, no such technique is available for osseous material. Therefore, the surgeon 
removing neoplasm from a bone tends to remove what he considers to be grossly ade
quate margins. He then must await a diagnosis based upon a slow decalcification 
process the result of which is not available to him before two or three weeks. Often 
enough the pathologist's answer is that of "positive margins", i.e., extension of 
the tumor to the edge of the removed portion, meaning that another operation on the 
patient is necessary. 

X-ray techniques have until now failed to reveal the extent of tumors into the 
surrounding bone. Neutron radiography, on the other hand, can not only show the 
invasion of the tumor into the surrounding marrow vascular spaces, but also allows 
to discriminate between tumor masses in the bone and destruction of bene without 
tumor invasion per se. 

Until now preoperative neutron radiography has not been performed in human 
medicine, the main obstacles being the large radiation doses necessary and the low 
penetrability of tissue to thermal neutrons. This latter problem has been proposed 
to circumvent with antiscattering grids between the sample and detector and also by 
the use of fast neutrons (f8, epithermal neutrons or Bragg diffracted monoenergetic 
neutrons from a graphite crystal 36 which would at the same time greatly alleviate 
the problem of exposure to fast neutrons and y rays from the reactor. Before the 
technique is fully developed, a near-future aim is the acceptance of neutron radio
graphy as a diagnostic tool in research and surgical pathology able, with rapid 
delivery of surgical specimens to the nearest reactor, to give diagnostic informa
tion within minutes instead of weeks. 

4.2.5 Miscellaneous Applications 

Neutron radiography has occasionally also been applied in other fields3'. An 
example is the examination of soil and rock where neutron radiography is particu
larly veil suited for the study of structure associated with moisture density 
fluctuations . Another example is the nondestructive examination of ancient 
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objects of art " Ï such a study of a Chinese ceremonial urn aade of bronze and sotae 
2000 years old revealed its internal structure (clay core in the legs), the techno
logy of its fabrication, and even such details as a broken clay core in one of the 
legs pegged together with wood or bamboo pegs. 

4.3 Present Developments 

Neutron radiography, as already mentioned, is offered by most research reactor 
stations and a number of other commercial services. Some of these are devoting part 
of their efforts to the completion and optimization of installations for the utili
zation of non-thermal neutrons for applications on thicker objects. Another goal is 
the reduction of total dose by removal of gammas and fast neutrons from the beam, by 
use of taylored beam spectrum-detector combinations, by improved imaging and con
version techniques, etc. **9'50. 

With neutron radiography growing to maturity, the question of standardization 
is also getting more and more attention. Standardization appears to have been 
achieved for image quality indicators, and present work in the field is now focussed 
on such items as terminology, recommended practices, film classification, etc. "***. 

5.1 Moisture Gauging 

5. 1̂ 1 _Moisture_ Gauging techniques 

An application that is on the borderline between qualitative and quantitative 
examination such as neutron radiography and quantitative analysis techniques is 
moisture gauging '*l. Moisture gauging is based on the markedly different scattering 
and slowing-down behaviour of hydrogen as compared to all other elements. Therefore, 
what is usually called moisture gauging is more correctly a determination of the 
partial density of hydrogen in the sample or material under test. 

Moisture gauging is sometimes performed with thermal neutrons, with measurement 
of either the transmitted or scattered neutrons (Fig. 3 A + 3). Clearly, the inten
sity of transmitted neutrons decreases, whereas the scattered signal increases with 
increasing hydrogen content. 

More specific and, therefore, more common is the use of fast neutrons. For 
small samples the arrangement is basically the same (Fig. 3 C + D), but as thermal 
neutron detectors are used that have as little sensitivity to fast neutrons as 
possible, the signal increases with increasing moisture in both 90° and 180 o 
position. 

Very often moisture must be determined in field measurements on very large 
samples. Here use is aade of the different spatial distribution of the neutron flux 
in the vicinity of a source surrounded by material with different hydrogen density. 
Fig. 4 shows 'now, for different amounts of moi3ture, the thermal neutron flux de
creases with distance from the source S1. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the flux at 
short distances increases with increasing moisture, while it decreases at large 
distances. Whether the measurement close to the source or at a larger distance is 
preferable, depends upon aar.y parameters. At short distances, the higher flux of 
fast neutrons and y rays causes problems with the detector, and the sensitivity to 
moisture content variations i3 not quite as good as at large distances. Here, on 
the other hand, the absolute thermal flux is down core than an order of magnitude 
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requiring longer measuring times or larger sources, and the dependence on the 
presence of absorbing material is more pronounced. Ambiguities resulting from 
neutron absorbers can be partially removed if two detectors are used simultaneously, 
one at a short and one at a larger distance from the source ("double neutron log"). 

Detectors with reasonably small sensitivity to fast neutrons and y rays are 
BF3 and 3He counters and also 'Li-glass and 6LiI(Eu) scintillation detectors. 
Neutron sources are mostly radioactive sources of the (a,n) type or, where higher 
source strengths are required,2^2Cf. Sealed-off neutron tubes have also been used , 
their main advantage being the possibility to be turned on and off and to deliver 
large neutron intensities that can also be pulsed. This, together with the use of 
tise-gated detectors, allows the measurement of neutron die-away time which provides 
another piece of information about the presence of neutron absorbers. 

5_.K2 Examp^s^fJlo^ture_Gaj5ino^App_licejtions 

Soil 

Devices for the measurement of water in soil and rock have been the first 
applications of neutron moisture gauging. The principle is usually based on the 
measurement of the thermal neutron flux at some distance frem a fast neutron source 
U 1. The appeal of the method is in the great ruggedness of the equipment and simpli
city of design, but parameters such as bulk density of the sample material and va
riations in thermal neutron absorption cross sections are not easily corrected for 
in the interpretation of the measurements. 

Coal and Iron, Building materials 

Moisture measurements have also a broad range of applications in the coal, 
iron and steel industries. Not only is the knowledge of the moisture content im
portant for the choice of parameters of an industrial process, often the water con
tent of a raw material or product has direct economical implications. 

Moisture in soft coal, e.g., is the criterion whether a freshly-mined batch 
of coal is to be burnt in a power plant or pressed to briquettes; this decision has 
to be made on-line a fast-moving conveyer belt. Because the height of material on 
the belt varies rapidly, these measurements have to be complemented by an additional 
device that determines the material thickness, usually by transmission measurement 
of y rays of suitable energy. Similar problems are faced for coke, metal ores, sand 
(in foundries), clay, ceramics, etc. 

Food 

Moisture content being an important parameter in quality specifications of 
food such as milk powder, flour, dried vegetables, etc., moisture gauging with 
neutrons has become a routine technique used by both suppliers and users of large 
fcod quantities. 

The experimental design is usually as simple 33 possible and 3imilar to the 
setup sketched in Fig. 2 0. For bulk material the procedure is to fill a predeter
mined quantity into a 3tandard container and read the moisture from a calibration 
curve obtained with samples of the same type of food, with different water content. 
This kind of measurement is applied to potato granules, spray-dried egg powder, 
wheat flour, milk powder, beef powder, and orange-juice granules for which the 
method works very well. For canned food, however, the influence of fill height and 
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densitv was found to be so large that no reliable aoisture determination was pos-
sible; an additional measurement of Y transmission did not solve the problem *. 

Paper 

A particularly interesting application is the determination of consistency, 
i.e., the weight percentage of fibrous material in the pulpwood-water slurry, in 
the paper industry. Cellulose fibers contain themselves a large percentage of 
hydrogen, and the applicability of neutron moisture gauging to the problem is far 
from obvious. The result of a theoretical study of the question was that neutron 
gauging cannot detect changes of the contents of fibrous material if the cellulose 
is at its theoretical density, i.e. about 1.5 g cm"3. This, however, is normally 
not the case in wood and pulpwood for which 0.7 to 1.0 g aa~3 are typical. 

The first experiment was performed in short-distance geometry (3 cm source-
to-detector distance) and showed not only the expected decrease with increase of 
consistency (or decrease of moisture), but gave also, with an Am-Be source of 
107 neutrons/second and BF3 counter, the excellent accuracy of ± 3 % relative in 
the range of consistencies investigated; measurement time was 1 second **3. 

Boreholes 

Neutron gauges in boreholes, especially for water and oil applications, have 
been widely used for many years, and perhaps prompted the most sophisticated methods 
of utilization of the different nuclear phenomena 5 1' 5 3. The increased degree of 
sophistication for borehole logging became necessary for three reasons: First, there 
are many parameters that can vary: borehole diameter, borehole cladding (from zero 
to centimeters of steel), density, porosity and composition of the surrounding rock, 
etc. The borehole can be dry or wet, with fresh water or salt water of varying 
salinity. Second, little information on these conditions is usually at hand, or can 
easily be obtained, and calibration measurement.; are virtually impossible. And third, 
the hydrogen content of water and oil is very similar. Therefore, simple neutron 
aoisture gauging is not adequate here, and in addition to neutron thermalization, 
absorption and die-away time measurements, additional effects such as activation, 
inelastic scattering, and prompt capture y-ray emission have also been used. These 
will be described in more detail in the following paragraphs. 

5.2 Activation Analysis 

5.2.1 Activation Analysis Techniques 

The most important analytical application of neutrons is activation analysis. 
Unlike moisture gauging, activation analysis is a method for the simultaneous quan
titative determination of a large number of elements. Its main general advantages 
over other analytical methods are its sensitivity (cf. Fig. 5), nondestructiver.ess, 
and independence of reagent constituents which make it particularly well suited for 
trace analysis. 

The principle of activation analysis 13 to irradiate the unknown sample in a 
flux of nuclear particles (rscst often neutrons} and subsequently analyse the energy 
spectrum of the emitted 7 rays 5 7 " 5 2 . 
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Although conceptually siaple, the method is characterized by a large number 
of variables chat can be varied, and must be varied for optimum sensitivity, ac
curacy, and precision. The basic equation for the resulting activity is given by 
eq. (1), although for practical applications additional effects must be taken into 
account. These include seIf-absorption of primary particles (neutrons), competing 
nuclear reactions in the target, genealogy of the product, decay scheme of the 
resulting nuclide, self-absorption of Y rays, etc. Also the presence of other mate
rials must be considered when choosing the most favourable conditions. 

As a general rule, as is the case in all analytical methods, the optimu» pro
cedure for the solution of a particular problem can be approached so much the better 
the sore details are known about the problem. Accordingly, because so many totally 
different problems can be solved by activation analytical techniques, a whole family 
of procedures, each best suited for the solution of certain types of problems, have 
developed that will, however, not be described in detail in this paper. Parameters 
to be chosen, or optimized, include 

(i) the nuclear reaction to be used, 

(ii) the energy of the activating particles, 

(iii) preirradiation treatment of the sacrale, if necessary, 

(iv) irradiation time, 

(v) cooling (waiting) time after irradiation, 

(vi) the necessary postirradiation treatment, 

(vii) conditions of neasurenent of the induced radiation. 

The choice of these paranieters depends upon the nature, composition and avail
able quantity of the sample and the kind, accuracy and speed of the required in
formation, with boundary conditions dictated by the available installations and 
equipment. 

Neutron sources 

Both the nuclear reactions to be used for activation and the energy of the 
activating particles are determined by the available particle sources. Only neutron-
induced reactions will be considered here. Although charged-particle- and photon-
induced activation are gaining importance for analytical purposes, and many problems 
can be solved best by the use of fast or epitheraal neutrons, the workhorse of acti
vation analysis have until now been thersal neutrons. The main reasons for this are 

the specificity of the (n,y) reaction (as compared to endotheraic charged-
particle reactions that usually produce a number of nuclides from one target 
isotope), 

the Large thermal neutron cross sections, and 

the ready avaii.ibllity of themal neutron sources with high intensity in 
larga volumes. 

Similarly as for th-3 neutron applications described in the previous chapters, 
rsacrors ars also the source most widely used far activation analysis, and for the 
sar.e reascr.s. VTr.srs nedius to high intensities of fa3t neutrons are wanted, acce
lerators are normally used; if ruggedness and simplicity or lew cost are more im
portant, radioactive sources are sometimes adequate. Both accelerators and radio
active sources ars «lio used with moderators for the production of thermal neutrons. 
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Sample Treatment 

Although neutron activation analysis is in principle nondestructive, there are 
cases where some chemical treatment of the samples is necessary. If so, this treat
ment should as a rule take place after irradiation, in order not to spoil on* of the 
most important advantages of activation analysis over all wet-chemical methods, viz., 
the absolute exclusion of contamination of the sample by reagent impurities. 

Preirradiation treatment may, however, be necessary under unfavourable condi
tions such as poor homogeneity of samples too large to be activated as a whole, or 
presence of a matrix that becomes itself so highly radioactive that it completely 
masks the radiation from the sample and makes postirradiation chemical treatment 
impossible. In these cases careful investigation of the validity of the procedure, 
preferably by applying it to a blank or otherwise well-determined control sample, is 
mandatory. 

Postirradiation chemical treatment, although not necessary in principle, is 
very often required because of the highly complex appearence of the spectra which is 
most difficult to overcome if very many elements, or very small amounts, or both, 
are to be determined. Clearly, there is a tradeoff of chemical separation work vs 
complexity of the Y-ray spectra, and it has become customary to divide the procedures 
followed into radiochemical activation analysis, with relatively elaborate chemical 
treatment of the irradiated samples, but simple and easy-to-analyze Y-ray spectra of 
the products, and instrumental activation analysis without radiochemical separation, 
but using highly refined techniques for the spectroscopy of the emitted radiation 
and the acquisition, reduction and evaluation of the measured data. 

Techniques for the separation of the radioactive species have now reached a 
high degree of sophistication. The main radiochemical separation processes for this 
purpose are precipitation, solvent extraction, ion exchange, and substoichiometric 
separation. These techniques have been well adapted to the needs of the analyst and 
become remarkably fast, accurate and reproducible and in a great many cases automated. 

Detectors 

In these cases, due to the relative simplicity of the spectra, Nal(Tl) spectro
meters are sometimes adequate, but even these are often equipped with peak stabiliza
tion units and multichannel acquisition possibilities. More common, however, and 
generally used in instrumental activation analysis, are semiconductor spectrometers 
of the Ge(Li) or ultrapure germanium type. Electronics include circuits for rapid 
baseline restoration and pileup discrimination in order to reject distorted pulses, 
highly refined timing devices for the correct determination of the fraction of ac
cepted pulses, computer-controlled data acquisition and storage equipment for hand
ling the large quantities of data produced, particularly in installations with auto
matic sasiple changing, and all the elaborate software as developed for the analysis 
of Y-ray spectra in nuclear physics. 

Epithermal ar.d Fast Neutrons vs Thermal Neutrons 

If the activity ratio cf two eler.ent3 is very unfavourable, it is sometimes 
advantageous to use epitherr.al or fast neutrons instead of thermal neutrons. Despite 
the smaller absolute cros3 section, the ratios of cross sections or resonance inte
grals r.ay allow a better precision in the measurement of the weaker of the Y rays 
f re?, the two components. The technique for resonance activation is to irradiate the 
samples in capsules of material with large thermal neutron absorption such as cadmium, 



boron, gadolinium,samarium or ccabinations of these. Capture of fast reactor neutrons 
has seldom been used for activation analysis. 

Fast neutrons, on the other hand, offer the possibility to induce other reac
tions than capture, mainly (n,p), (n,a), (n,2n) and occasionally (n,n'). As, with 
very few exceptions, these reactions are endcthermic, with thresholds in the several-
MeV range, reactors are not suited for this purpose, but accelerator-produced fast 
neutrons are frequently used in fast neutron activation analysis. 

Nuclear Data for Activation Analysis 

The present technique for the evaluation of the measured peak intensities is 
the use of calibration curves obtained from synthetic samples. With the equipment and 
experimental techniques becoming more and more stable, precise, accurate and reliable, 
and multielement activation analyses getting more numerous, analysts increasingly 
tend to reduce the number of irradiations and the tedious conventional calibration 
procedure by using only the flux, time, and peak area informations from their meas
uring equipment and compute the analytical results from the nuclear data Csuch as 
cross sections and decay properties) as available in the literature. 

Although a number of data surveys have been specially prepared for both thermal 
and fast neutron activation analysis S 3 - 6 5 , these compilations are not considered 
adequate for practical work. The analysts' discontent in 1973 focused upon the lack 
of a comprehensive handbook-type compilation prepared especially for activation ana
lytical applications, too infrequent updating of existing data collections, and poor 
accuracy of decay data, especially for the shorter-lived nuclides ^e. This view is 
not likely to have changed much in the meantime. 

5.2.2 Applications of Neutron Activation Analysis 

Because of its outstanding performance and capabilities as mentioned above, 
neutron activation analysis is used in a large number of industrial and other techni
cal and scientific applications encompassing such fields as medicine, geochemistry, 
environmental studies, and also forensic and even archeological applications. A few 
examples shall depict these possibilities. 

Metallurgy 

Metallurgy is an industry in which the potential of neutron activation analysis 
has been widely recognized. In the iron and stsel industry the method is routinely 
used for the metal analysis of raw material (ore) S3, product (âteel), chemical rea
gents for wet chemical analysis, and a number of other applications. Of particular 
importance is the determination of oxygen in steel via the reaction 160(n,p) 16N with 
fast neutrons, usually from a Crockroft-Walton generator; this method is nondestruc
tive, more precise, faster and cheaper than the conventional procedure and today in 
application in may places 54. - An example for the u3e of neutron activation analysis 
in the aluminum industry is the control of concentrations of admixtures in a dilute 
aluminum-bassd alloy produced in a plasma furnace 57. 

Psc.ro 2 sum 

in the petroled industry, neutron activation is used for analysis of crude, 
intsrr.odiate3 and a large number cf product materials. 2ecau3a the matrix in these 
r.atariiis is net activated by irradiation with thermal neutrons, trace alements can 
be ietsrriir.ed -./ith very good sensitivity. 

http://Psc.ro


The purposes cf neutron activation analysis of petroleum products are manyfold 
5 2. Crude is analyzed for prospecting purposes, for determination of its origin 5S, 
for quality control, but also in tracing oil pollution of surface and of drinking 
waters. Sulfur and especially vanadium are unwanted components because of their corro
sive action. Vanadium is furthermore, as is arsenic, a severe poison for platformir.g 
catalysts. As arsenic is added to the oil as a corrosion inhibitor during well logging, 
its presence must be particularly carefully checked. Silicon is as indicator for the 
presence of volatilization aids for high-boiling fractions and is measured using both 
thermal and 14 MeV neutrons; 14 MeV neutrons are also used to determine the oxygen 
content of bitumen, insulator oil, etc. Gasoline is checked for manganese and bromine 
with thermal neutrons, and for lead with 14 MeV neutrons using the reaction 
208?b(n,2n) 207»Pb. 

Engineering Goods 

In engineering, material transfer plays an important part as a measure of the 
performance of a machine or system, not only in studies of wear and corrosion, but 
also in such processes as printing, vacuum deposition by evaporation and ion sput
tering, galvanization, etc. An example for the measurement of the thickness of the 
deposit of ink on paper is the analysis of activated cerium and lanthanum 5 a. Wear of 
bearings, pistons etc. is most easily determined by activation analysis of the lubri
cating oil 5 9 ; 5 2. This method, however, is not very specific as the abraded particles 
can come from any of the parts moving in the lubricant. Therefore, an alternative 
method is to activate the part of interest and measure the oil without previous acti
vation. Charged-particle activation has, however, proved more powerful for this pur
pose, essentially because of the larger specific activity in the surface and lower 
total activity obtained in this way. - Other applications for engineering purposes 
include the determination of sodium and potassium in solid rocket propellants 58, 
the measurement of elements such as phosphorus, sulfur and zinc as an indication of 
additives present in automobile and engine oil, the search for silicon in pump oil 
for performance diagnostics of the associated diffusion pump 62, etc. 

Electronics 

Electronic components are frequently made of material the properties of which 
are determined by very small amounts of impurities. An example is the concentration 
of bromine which, in concentrations down to 0.025 ppm, is used as a donator in 
selenium 6 3. Of equal importance is the analysis of doping materials in surfaces such 
as contacts, phosphors, etc. 58. Neutron activation analysis has also been success
fully applied to the study of dynamic processes like diffusion, e.g. of gold in 
silicon 3 S. 

Construction 

In structural engineering, the cement content and uniforaity of cement distri
bution in the mixture with sand and gravel are of prime importance for the strength 
and quality of concrete. With 14 MeV neutrons, the calcium from the cement and silicon 
from the aggregate form S.72 minute - ^ C a (Ey • 3084 and 4072 :<eV) and 2.243 minute -
2SA1 (Sy « 1779 JceV) that are ideally suited for the determination of the Ca/Si ratio. 
The reactions ars 3o specific that a Nal(Tl) detector can be used. The technique has 
proved an excellent tool for the detection and location of sub-specification lean 
concrete in structures 3uch as reads and bridges 53. 
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Nuclear Industry 

Activation analysis is used by the nuclear industries for the same general pur
poses as in other industries (trace element determination, e.g. in steel), but also 
for a few special applications. One of these is the determination of 12'I in repro
cessing effluents. Although radioactive itself, l 2 9I is too long-lived to be directly 
measurable with sufficient precision; but its thermal neutron capture cross section 
(27 b) and the half life (12.36 h) and decay properties of the product are well suited 
for neutron activation analysis. The limit of detection with this method has been 
given as 9 * 10~9g i29I per liter of effluent, or_0.07 % of the maximum permissible 
concentration, and can, according to the authors 5 , easily be lowered to 1 ng/1. 

Paper and Textiles 

In the pap&r and cellulose industry, neutron activation analysis is routinely 
used for the analysis of paper, cellulose and paper pulp for elements like sulphur, 
phosphorus, chlorine, manganese and mercury. A special application is the analysis 
of filter paper for analytical chemistry; elements routinely checked are silver, 
cadmium, indium, rhenium, gold and a few rare earths 5 2. 

An example for the use of activation analysis in the textile industry is the 
determination of the mixing ratio of natural and synthetic fibers in spun yarn by 
activation of 0.2 % lanthanum added as a tracer to the synthetic component. The method 
appears to work to full satisfaction. The description of the procedure includes, as is 
seldoD the case, an evaluation of the cost of different measurement methods. With 
$ 4.80 per chemical, and less than $ 1.60 per activation analysis, the savings in cost 
are claimed to amount to a factor of 3. In addition, a factor of more than 2 can pos
sibly be saved in turn-around time . 

Geology and Oceanography, Prospection, Exploration and Mining 

In geology and oceanography, mineral prospection and exploration, and mining, 
neutron activation is being recognized as a valuable means of determination of a large 
number of elements 53. 

An example for the indirect use of activation analysis is the discrimination 
between oil and salt water in boreholes by measurement of the activated chlorine 53. 

In addition to the use of thermal neutrons, fast neutrons are being increasingly 
used for the determination of elements like oxygen, nitrogen, silicon and fluorine 
that are difficult to measure by wet chemical techniques. Fast neutron methods can be 
refined considerably if variable neutron energies are used, an example being the deter
mination of fluorine via the reaction 19F(n,o) 16N and oxygen via the reaction 
150(n,?) 1SN which lead to the same product. As the threshold energies are markedly 
different (6 MeV for fluorine, 9.6 MeV for oxygen), a change of neutron energy allows 
the separate determination of the two elements. The development of such a facility 
for exactly thi3 purpose will be described in two papers on this Conference 7Î' 7 2. 

Another interesting application is the proposed fast-neutron in-situ analysis 
cf manganese nodules on the ocean bottom. The hostility of the environment, both 
chemical 'interferences frca seawater and sediment of changing composition) and 
rr.echar.ic.al (pressures in excess of SCO a ta) has prompted a systea that i3 based upon 
the gecchemical correlations of the contents of nickel and^copcer with the manganese-
tc-iror. ratio in the nodules. Using the S5?e(n,p)*eKn and, 55Mn(n,a)32V reactions, 
t';:e resolution of a >.rali'7i) scintillation detector is adequate to indirectly detsr-
r.in-;, via thj direct measurement of thi3 isotope ratio, the absolute (percent) con-
zsr.zs ir. the el2r.ar.t3 wanted 7'' 75« 

http://rr.echar.ic.al
http://el2r.ar.t3
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In Oceanography, neutron activation analysis is also widely used. E.g., in 
connection with the above-mentioned mining of manganèse nodules, many questions of 
scientific interest are being tackled. One of then is the confirmation and extent 
of the well-known correlation of composition patterns with absolute content. Another 
is the search for correlations of element contents with topographic situation on the 
sea bottom (valley, slope, or ridge), with sediment facies, currents, rate of sedi
mentation, chemical composition of the surrounding water, etc., or correlations of 
the growth rate with any of these parameters. Still unresolved and intensely studied 
is the question of the genesis of the nodules, although a number of hypotheses for 
their formation have been developed 7>*. 

food 

The analysis of food is also often done by neutron activation analysis. Examples 
are the determination of elements like chlorine (in butterfat) and bromine, arsenic 
and mercury (in fruit, vegetables and cereals) for the detection of pesticides such 
as DDT, CH33r and others, the measurement of residual nickel in hydrogenated fats, 
the assay of poisenous pollution products (mainly mercury) in meat, fish and other 
seafood, etc. 6 2. 

Environmental and Life Sciences 

Neutron activation analysis is also extensively used for environmental studies. 
Airborne particulates 53' 7 7 _ 8 ° , drinking water 5 3' 90, effluents from various types 
of factories 79' 90, sediments and the uptake of elements by different organisms 
are studied by activation analysis. 

In toxicology, pharmaceuticals are tested for trace amounts of certain elements 
6 2' 3 1. Some of these, in addition to being potentially harmful, can catalize de
composition reactions and thus decrease the efficiency of the drugs 6 2. Trace element 
concentrations of opium can be used to determine its origin 6 2. Activation analysis 
is also used for the determination of mercury toxicity in dentistry 80, the effect of 
various metals in inhaled fumes upon animals 8 0, etc. 

In medicine, activation analysis is used to study the metabolism of many ele
ments 6 2' 30 as well as their biochemical and physiological behaviour 6 2' 8 2' 8 3. 
Certain trace elements, if appearing in abnormal concentrations in various tissues, 
are indicative of diseases. The most famous examples are copper in finger nail clip
pings as an indication for eyetic fibrosis and in bioptic tissue in Wilson's desease, 
and reduced serum zinc in liver cirrhosis caused by excessive use of alcohol 8 0. 

Archeology 

For archeological applications, the most appealing features of activation ana
lysis are its nondestructiveness and its unexcelled sensitivity. Not only ancient 
coins and pottery S3, but also a large number of other artifacts, and ever. Egyptian 
ausaias, have been studied. A particularly interesting field is the determination of 
trace elements ir. pigments from ancient paintings. These analyses have shown remark
ably ur.iiorr. concentration patterns within one period, but change with the centuries, 
thus providing a -sans for the dating of unknown pieces and identification of falsi-
ficatas 3'. - Archeccrisiinology nay be the terra for the investigation of hair of 
r-'aooiecn I ar.d of samples from the tomb of King îric XIV of Sweden who probably died 
fren ooi son 'j2. 
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Forensic Applications 

Mondestructiveness and sensitivity are equally important in forensic applications 
where the analysis must often be done on ainute amounts of caterial. Soil, human hair, 
lubricating oil and grease, adhesive tape, glass, paint (especially from automobiles) 
etc. have been succesfully analyzed 5 5 , 5 8 , S 2 , 3k. On a damaged skull that had been 
buried for over 20 years a large content of antimony in the osseous tissue around a 
hole that decreased at larger distances from the hole was obviously due to the passage 
of a lead bullet 58. Iron and cadmium on the skin of a maintenance worker who had been 
found dead near electric equipment, but did not show visible burns, served as evidence 
that the victim had indeed died from electrocution, rather than from the heart con
dition from which he had suffered 5 3. Perhaps even more important is the analysis of 
barium and antimony from gunshot residues on human skin. Whereas positive findings 
are indicative of suicide unless the victim had himself fired a gun shortly before 
his death, negative findings are strong evidence for homicide or murder 5S' 5 8. 

5.3 Prompt Analytical Techniques 

^.3^1 Jleutron Capture Gamma^Ray^Spectrometry 

Although neutron activation analysis is a very sensitive method, there are a 
number of elements that cannot be determined by neutron activation with the precision 
needed. The reason for this may be any of the following: 

(i) too small capture cross section and isotopic abundance, 

(ii) half life of the product too short for the samples to be conveniently 
removed from the irradiation facility, 

(iii) half life of the product too long, or infinite (i.e., stable product nucleus), 

(iv) decay scheme of the product not suited for Y-ray measurements (no Y rays, 
gammas highly converted, or too low-energy). 

In seme of the cases (ii) through (iv) prompt capture Y-ray spectrometry may be appli
cable. 

Two different geometrical arrangements are being utilized for prompt Y-ray 
spectrometry on reactors: in-pile, and out-of-pile geometry (cf. Fig. 6). In the 
former, riie sample is placed inside the reactor core and the Y rays are viewed through 
a port in the reactor shield. For minimizing Y-ray background from the pile, through-
holes that are often located in a tangential position of the reactor are frequently 
used. In the out-of-pile geometry, a neutron beam is extracted from the reactor and 
hits the target outside the reactor face. Whereas the in-pile arrangement provides 
somewhat better intensity, the out-of-pile geometry is characterized by easier handling 
and smaller activation of the samples as well as larger flexibility which allows the 
detection of coincident Y lir.es for better background discrimination and elimination 
of lines with similar energy from different materials. 

http://lir.es
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Details like y shielding omitted. 

The technique of using prompt capture y rays has a number of interesting features. 
Neutron capture is an exothermic process; the neutron binding energy of about 6 MeV 
which is carried away by Y radiation being usually distributed over few photons, proopt 
Y rays are on the average of higher energy than photons from radioactive decay. This 
minimizes y self absorption in the samples. - As the method is based on a prompt pro
cess, there are practically no parameters that can be adjusted or optimized. The only 
figures of interest are the neutron flux (which should be maximum) and geometry fac
tors (which should also be maximum). Selectively absorbing low-energy Y rays with 
filters in front of the detector is already a refinement. - The conceptional simpli
city of the method makes it also independent of half lives and associated errors of 
the nuclear data, but level scheme information such as branching ratios of individual 
transitions plays the same role as in activation analysis. 

The nain shortcoming of the method is the large distance, or snail solid angle, 
between the sample and detector (for in-pile geometry) or between sample and high-flux 
region of the reactor (for out-of-pile geometry), resulting in relatively large amounts 
of sample material (milligram to gram quantities) necessary. Although this does not by 
itself result in a decrease in sensitivity (expressed, e.g., in ppm of the element in 
seme sort of matrix), in practice the general Y background from scattered neutrons 
that are eventually captured in some structural material do limit' the Lowest concen
tration measurable by this method. Clearly, post-irradiatior. chemical treatment is 
not applicable. 3ecause of these limitations, the method has not been developed to 
its full potential, although the relevant nuclear data are nicely compiled in a com
prehensive table *5 " 5 9 and a theoretical estimate of the applicability of the methoi 
f? the mirèrent elements is also available in the literature 3^ " 3*. 
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Relatively few practical applications of prompt neutron capture Y-ray spectro-
cetry have been reported. These include the determination of hydrogen in metals 9 2 

and organic coripounds 5 2, chlorine in wheat 33, sulfur in coal 6 2, and elements like 
3, C, N, P, CI, K, Ca and some lanthanides in organic and biological material 6 2. 
In metal ores Al, Ti, Fe, Co, Cu and Pb have been successfully determined 9 3. In 
borehole applications tungsten has been measured in scheelit deposits 9 5, and also 
chlorine as an indication for (salt) water 5 3. For deap-sea exploration, an (n,y) 
analysis system has been proposed for direct measurement of the metal contents 
(Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu) of manganese nodules 9**» 9 S as an alternative to the indirect 
activation analytical system described above. 

5.3.2 _Inelastic Scattering 

Occasionally, borehole logs equipped with 14 MeV neutron generators have also 
been reported to record y-rays from inelastic neutron scattering. Only radiation 
from nuclides that are both abundant and difficult to determine by using other 
nuclear reactions have so far been measured (cf. Table IV). Carbon and oxygen, 
together with the prompt 

TABLE IV 
GAMMA RAYS FROM INELASTIC SCATTERING OF 14 MeV NEOTRONS 

USED IN BOREHOLE LOGGING11 

DETECTED ELEMENT 

carbon (oil, carbonate) 
oxygen (water) 
magnesium 
silicon 
sulfur 
calcium 

ISOTOPE 

12C 
160 
2*Mg 
29Si 
32s 
*°Ca 

y-RAY ENERGY 
keV 

4439 
6916 
1369 
1780 
2230 
3730 

•from Ref. 5 1. 

2223 keV Y line from neutron capture in hydrogen, provide a good means of distin
guishing oil or gas from water. The analysis of magnesium and calcium is of interest 
in the development of certain oil reservoirs in carbonate rocks where secondary 
dolcmitization is responsible for porosity and permeability 5 i. 

5.4 Neutron Techniques for the Assay of Nuclear Material 

A special category of analyses are heavy elements or isotopes that, upon absorp
tion of a neutron, either break up in two or more fragments {fissile material) or are 
converted to fissile species (fertile material).This material* undergoes chetuical and 
physical treatment in the nuclear fuel cycle during mining and processing, isctopic 
enrichment, fuel element production, and reprocessing. Both its isotopic composition 
and chersical state change constantly, whether in use or not. On the other hand, the 
précisa '<ncv/iedge of the quantities and compositions of nuclear material is of great 
importance net only for economic reasons, but also for technical purposes such as 
process control, quality assurance, health physics, elimination of criticality 
hazards, and nuclear materials safeguards. 

'issile and fsrtile material arc often referred to as special nuclear material. 



Fortunately, this material offers a number of possibilities for its detection 
and quantitative assay that are seldom found in lighter elements. In addition to 
emitting », 3 and Y radiation from radioactive decay, nuclear material shows neutron 
reactions that are often suited for its detection. Because neutrons, as do y rays, 
easily penetrate thick layers of material, these reactions offer the possibility of 
nondestructive assay, very important in many points of the nuclear fuel cycle. 
Neutron methods for nuclear material assay have therefore been brought to a high 
state of development. 

Two categories of methods are being used. In active methods neutrons are 
used as projectiles to induce nuclear reactions in the material under assay, and 
reaction products (which can again be neutrons) are detected. Passive methods are 
based on the detection of spontaneously emitted particles. Only those methods will 
be considered here in which the detected or inducing particles are neutrons. 

5. 4̂ 1 Pa£sive_Assay of J^ucJ.earjtoterial 

Cross tfeutron Counting' 

Nuclear material emits neutrons via two processes, viz. (i) spontaneous fis
sion, and (ii) (a,n) reactions on light elements. The major isotopes of uranium and 
plutonium and also 232Th all emit neutrons in spontaneous fission, but except for 
the even plutonium isotopes the branching for this mode of decay is so small that 
the majority of neutrons emitted from such samples is due to another process. These 
materials are all abundant sources of a particles, and the energy of the alphas is 
large enough to induce (a,n) reactions in light elements such as cxygen (as, e.g., 
in oxide fuel) and fluorine (of which trace amounts are always present in nuclear 
fuel from chemical processing). However, the number of neutrons emitted per unit 
mass of nuclear material depends critically upon a number of parameters that are 
hard to determine or to control. Among these are the contents in the light element 
and ist distribution in the sample and the average energy of the a particles which 
is strongly influenced by the slowing-down conditions, in addition to the elemental 
and isotopic composition of the material to be assayed. Gross neutron counting is 
therefore restricted to those cases where the material is of known isotopic and 
chemical composition, and should even then be considered as a verification or com
parison check only, not as a method for the quantitative determination ' 7. 

Neutron Coincidence Counting 

In contrast to neutrons from the (cs,n) reaction, spontaneous fission neutrons 
show a multiplicity distribution that is peaked around the value 2 for nuclear 
material, i.e., most neutrons from this process are emitted in pairs. This allows 
the discrimination of (a,n) and spontaneous fission neutrons by neutron coincidence 
measurements and thus the determination of the total plutonium in samples with known 
isotopic composition. 

For practical purposes only the even (fertile) isotopes 233Pu, 2l+!JPu, and 
2u2?u emit -spontaneous r.eutrcns of sufficient intensity for quantitative determination 
(1C3 to 2.5 * 103 neutrons per gram zni. per second), but even this is barely adequate 
unless high-efficiency detectors are used. Because efficient neutron detection is 
easiest at thermal energies, the normal measuring setup consists in a circular array 
of thermal neutron detectors surrounded by moderating material (paraffine or polyethy
lene) to fora a hollow cylinder; the sample is placed in the central hole. As, 
however, the 3lowing-down time jitter amounts to several hundred microseconds, long 



coincidence times are required, with large rates of random coincidences partly due 
to ii,n) neutrons. This problem has been solved in different ways by various re
search groups 3 3~ 1 3 1. Although the method is in wide use today, a cotaparison of the 
different systems has only recently been started with the aim to determine the 
conditions under which each of the different svstems is best suited for Quantitative 
work 1 0 2. 

Enrichment Meter 

An interesting application is also the counting of gross neutrons from uranium 
hexafluoride in enrichment plants for the determination of 2 3 5U enrichment. Despite 
its saall isotopic abundance, 23t*U accounts for more than 50 % of the gross neutrons 
in UFg with uranium of natural isotopic composition (via the *8F(a,n)reaction) because 
of its short half life. In isotopic enrichment plants the 2 3 UU/ 2 3 5U ratio can be 
calculated throughout the cascade if the feeds and withdrawals are well known; con
versely, the ratios observed in feed and withdrawal materials may be used to check 
if the cascade has been operated as stated, e.g., in a safeguards operation report. 
The technique is an example for the use of neutrons in MIST (minor isotopes safe-
guards techniques) l03. 

5.4.2_Active Assay Methods:__Delaved_Methods 

Delayed y-Rau Spectrometry 

Nuclear material can be determined by conventional activation analytical 
methods as described in section 5.2 of this paper, the only difference to the ana
lysis of lighter elements being the competition of neutron-induced fission with the 
capture process. In fact, except for 232Th and 2 3 SU, fission is the dominating of 
the two processes, both with respect to cross sections and the abundance of isotopic 
species produced. This abundance of species complicates the application of the method 
for two reasons: first, the energy spectrum of the resulting y rays is very complex, 
even if measured in suitably chosen time intervals, and second, the method is only 
moderately specific because all fission products are produced from all fissionable 
isotopes. 

Nevertheless, the method has been used to discriminate between 2 3 5U and fis
sionable plutonium (233Pu and 2IflPu) by measuring at least one fission product with 
markedly different yield for fission of uranium and plutonium. The analog of both 
radiochemical and instrumental activation analysis has been successfully applied: 
the former, with separation of the noble gas fission products 88Xr and *38Xe, down 
to fissile quantities in the 1 - 10 yg range 101*, the latter, with measurement of 
the Y radiation from ltf2La, 89Rb and a few other fission products, to the non
destructive assay of uranium and plutonium in fuel pins 1*5. Total gross gamma 
counting following neutron activation of fuel pin3 is also used l 0 5. 

Delayed Xeuzron Counting 

Fi33icn products also emit neutrons. Therefore an alternative to the spectro
scopy of delayed y rays is counting of delayed neutrons, normally after irradiation 
with thermal neutrons from an accelerator or a radioactive source. The half life of 
the longest-lived delayed neutron precursor beir.g only about 1 minute, no radio
chemical separation is possible. '.'>os does the method allow to discriminate between 
uranium and plutonium -unless special additional features are included in the measi:rir.y 
-iv'ice (e.g., irradiation with neutrons of different energy spectrun) . 3ut the method 
:â vary specific to the presence of fissionable material as such, ha3 an unusually 



large dynamic range (1 eg to 1 kg), and the necessary equipment is quite staple. 
The method is therefore in routine use in aany places for the assay of fissile 
material such as fuel eieaents of different kind, oxide powder, scrap, waste, etc. 

5.4.3 Active Assay Methods: _Promp_t Methods 

Due to the large cross sections of fissile material, the applicability of 
thermal neutrons for assay purposes is limited. Even for small samples the errors 
due to neutron self absorption become untolerably large if good precision is re
quired as is usually the case in quality control, accounting, and safeguards appli
cations. Therefore either the above-mentioned methods are used with nonthermal 
neutrons, or other methods are utilized for precision measurements of items like 
fuel pellets, pins and assembled fuel bundles. 

Different as they are, these methods have in common the use of higher-energy 
neutrons as inducing particles and some ingenious way of separating the secondary 
(fission) neutrons from the primary particles. Only three of these methods will be 
described, and the principle of operation be outlined, although each of them has 
gone through a long development and prompted a series of instruments that finally 
have gotten very complex and sometimes incorporate elements from a different method 
so classification of existing devices is sometimes difficult. A common feature, 
though, is the use of radioactive sources as these instruments were designed for 
ir.-plant, sometimes in-line, operation where other sources of penetrating radiation 
such as accelerators are too complicated to operate. 

ISAS* 

One of these methods known as ISAS is based on the spatially different distri
bution of primary and secondary neutrons. Neutrons from a 2 5 2Cf source are colli-
mated onto the sample. Four fast neutron detectors heavily shielded with respect to 
primary neutrons detect fast neutrons from the sample; the coincidence rate is a 
measure of the amount of fissionable material present. By suitable choice of mode
rating material in the neutron beam, filtering of the radiation from the sample be
fore it reaches the detectors, and intricate use of 2-out-of-4 and 3-out-of-4 coinci
dences the system can be given different sensitivity for fissile and fertile material, 
and self-absorption as well as matrix effects in the sample can be minimized H 7 " ^ 9 . 

Random Driver 

In another method called random driver the difference in multiplicity of primary 
and secondary neutrons is utilized for discrimination. Whereas (o,n) neutrons are 
emitted one by one, secondary neutrons from fission in the sample come mostly in 
pairs. Again coincident detection of fast neutrons is the criterion for registration 
of a fission event and the presence of fissionable material in the sample. 

The original design 1 2' has undergone a number of modifications; the most 
recent version of the system consit3 essentially of four Am-Li neutron sources, 
stacked two by two on either side of the rotating sample, and two detectors at right 
angles with respect to the 3ources. The sources are surrounded 'oy tungsten jackats 
and nickel reflectors for absorption of the source Y ray3 and flattening of the 
spatial distribution of the neutron flux. The detectors are again plastic scintilla
tion counters, but shielded by lead from prompt fission v rays and y background from 

* Isstopic Source Assay System 



t-ne sanple. The lead shielding is claimed to additionally improve the neutron-
neutron vs ganna-gamma coincidence ratio if events in the center of the coincidence 
tiae distribution are rejected, and to dampen out matrix effects m r 121^ 

Sb-3e Method 

A third approach utilizes neutrons from an antimony-beryllium (y,n) source 
and is therefore referred to as the Sb-Be method. Here the different energies of 
the primary (= 25 kev) and secondary neutrons (fission spectrum) are used for dis
crimination . 

Only one l 2 2 of a nisaber of different arrangements that have been used 1*3,12*» 
will be described here. The source of the order of 30 to 3O0 Ci 12l*Sb (or, occasional
ly, 88Y) is surrounded by a beryllium cylinder. Neutrons from the beryllium hit the 
sample, and fast fission neutrons are recorded in ''He or proton recoil detectors. 
A lead shield between the source and sample keeps source y rays off the sample and 
the detectors. 

Although the performance of the system for the assay for fissile uranium or 
plutonium, even in whole (assembled) fuel elements for LWR reactors, leaves little 
to be desired, the handling of multicurie sources of penetrating y radiation, the 
short half life of 12l*Sb (60.3 d) and the need of a reactor for reactivation of the 
antimony have prevented the method from becoming as widely-used as the two systems 
described previously. 

5.4.4 Reactivity 

As the amount of fissionable material to be assayed increases, all of the 
methods based on some neutron reactions as described above tend to get less accurate 
(even if self-absorption in the sample can be avoided or compensated for) due to 
neutron multiplication. Therefore the possibility to utilize this effect for fis
sionable material assay had soon been investigated. 

The principle consists in introducing the sample under test into a critical 
or subcritical assembly and measuring the change in reactivity. The method is quite 
sensitive and accurate if neutron self absorption is sufficiently small, as is 
usually the case for LWR fuel rods, but not always for FBR fuel with large pluto
nium content. 2 3 5U and 239Pu can easily be distinguished by an additional measure
ment with the sample surrounded by a gadolinium shield which absorbs the thermal 
neutrons, but does not interfere with 0.3 eV neutrons that account for a large frac
tion of fissions in 239Pu. Again self absorption in the plutonium limits the appli
cability of the method to fuel with about 1 % plutonium. 

If delayed neutrons are additionally measured, the 2 3 9Pu/ 2 3 5U ratio can be 
determined from the ratio of change of reactivity to delayed neutron rate. This 
ratio is independent of neutron self absorption. 

Absorber material can also be determined from its negative effect upon reacti
vity. Evan fuel-absorber mixtures are amenable to this assay method as the change 
of reactivity per unit ma33 of material is different for absorber and fuel in as-
sszbiies with different raflactor thickness. 

The method is in practical application in a number of places. Examples are the 
ajsay of residual 23-U (or, conversely, burnup) in pebble bed TH7R fuel elements 1 1 2, 
ar.d routine r.easuraser.t» of burnout of poison in boron and cadmium loadad LWR fuel 
oins ;i0. 
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5.4.S Current_DevelopEents 

For the assay of nuclear material a wide variety of instruments and methods is 
now available. Microgram quantities and whole fuel elements, uranium and plutonium, 
fissile and fertile, fresh and spent, concentrated and dilute material can all be 
measured, often nondestructively, to accuracies in the percent region or better, by 
using neutrons as a probe, as a signature, or both. This development has been 
achieved and implemented in remarkably short time. 

It is not amazing that in this process methods have also been investigated and 
developed that are as yet not used on a large scale. Examples are the transmission 
measurement: of energy-resolved resonance neutrons from a fast chopper l 1 3, prompt 
capture Y-ray spectroscopy l27, measurement of differences in the time distribution 
of delayed neutrons 1 2 3 neutron slowing-down time spectroscopy in heavy moderators 
1 0 8, and even spectroscopy of X rays from anionic uranium and plutonium isotopes l29. 

These examples show that the physics of nuclear material assay has been exhaus
tively investigated, and few fundamentally new methods can be expected for some time 
to come. Present efforts are directed mainly in three directions; 

(i) to improve the performance of existing devices, i.e., -to increase their speed, 
precision, accuracy, spatial flatness of response, freedom from maxtrix inter
ferences, etc.; 

(ii) to simplify operation of existing devices, i.e., to automate the measurement 
and sample transport, computerize data acquisition and evaluation, and mini
mize operator efforts for calibration and testing ****; and 

(iii) to integrate the devices in a fully automated system for instant accountancy 
not only for process control, but such additional purposes as critical!ty 
safety and nuclear materials safeguards which are particular to the nuclear 
industry **s. 

6. Develooing^aethods^-^çonçlusion 

In his comprehensive seminar on inductively-coupled plasma excitation of atoms 
for analytical purposes, R. Barnes 1 3 0 identified the following seven ages of in
dustrial methods: 

(i) conception; 

(ii) experimental verification, 

(iii) principles, mechanisms, 

(iv) instrument development, 

(v) applications, 

(vi) standardization, 

(vii) senescence. 

Clearly, the degree of overlap of these different stages is more important for 
complicated ot complex than for 3iapler industrial processes. Neutron applications 
do generally not belong to the simplest methods, and considerable overlap can be 
r.oticed. But there is no doubt that, on the average, the methods described are 
best characterized by the older cf those seven ages, with the age distribution 
peajced scme-.vhere between applications and standardization. 
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There are, however, also methods that are still in the developing stage. 
Although these are as yet necessarily not applied on a technological or industrial 
scale and thus not subject of th* present paper, I would like to mention one as an 
exacple for the fact that, although neutron applications have grown to maturity in 
rather short tine, the average age of this "population" is only slowly increasing. 

The example is small angle neutron scattering. For forward scattered neutrons, 
in analogy to the scattering of light, the distribution of the œcmentua transfer 
vectors ? is a direct measure of the size distribution of the scattering particles, 
with small particles giving a broad, large particles giving a narrow motnentua trans
fer distribution, K is related to the scattering angle 9 via the relation 

2k sin | * k9 for 9 « 1, 

where k * mv is the neutron momentum, so that the angular distribution directly 
reflects the distribution of the K. 
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The technique has been applied with excellent success, although on a labora
tory scale, to the nondestructive determination of the size distribution of defect 
clusters in steel samples -of reactor pressure vessels l 3 1. Fig. 7a shews a drastic 
increase, upon irradiatie 1 with about 2 x 10* * neutrons/ca2, in snail defect clusters 
(corresponding to large values of <) in material froa a weld containing minute 
amounts of copper. In contrast, the bulk material proves to be resistant to radia
tion exposure (Fig. 7b). Upon heating the veld, an annealing process is initiated 
the begin of which (Fig. 7c) is characterized by a decrease of the number of small 
and increase of the number of larger defect clusters. The mechanical (destructive) 
tests of the same material gave an excellent correlation of radiation-induced 
ecbrittiement with concentration of small defect clusters. In order to further in
vestigate the microstruefcure of the metal lattice, work is actually in progress to 
complement these investigations by neutron diffraction measurements in the vicinity 
of Bragg reflexes before and after irradiation; this is expected to give deeper 
insight into the effect of microscopic parameters on the irradiation behaviour of 
structural material not only for fission reactors, but also for other applications 
where great material strength is to be maintained for long periods of time in intense 
radiation fields. 

The potential of small angle scattering is only beginning to be investigated 
for practical purposes. Possible applications l 3 2 include the determination of 
fluctuations of density, stoichiometry, isotope distribution and magnetic structures 
in such materials as metals and alloys, glass, ceramics, polymers and biopolymers, . 
type II semiconductors, etc. The development of this technique will require the 
collaboration of different disciplines and hardly become prolific unless fundamental 
research continues to contribute ideas and knowledge to the applied sciences from 
its sea of basic understanding. 
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OISCUSSION 

!tève de Mévergniea (Mol) 

What neutron fluxes are needed for neutron radiography ? 

Veitkamp 

As a rule of thumb good radiographes and high througput are easily obtained 

with 109 neutrons cm~2s~* at the specimen. An exposure of 105 neutrons/cm2 

still produces decent contrast on the fila of the optimum convertor foil is 

used. Accelerators and radioactive neutron sources provide even lower fluxes 

than 10°cm~2s-1, but the use of '•hese devices for neutron radiography requires 

substantially layer exposure times. 

Fettveia (Mol) 

Does che widespread use of nuclear isotopes by hundreds of small industries 

not constitute a potencional safety hazard.If so , does this not l imit the 

pract ical applications of radioisotopes by industry ? 

We'.ZKsrtp 

I don't chink che safety risk associated wich the use of radioactive sources of 

both gamma rays and neutrons by a multitude of small industries outweighs che 

savings and advantages. On a shore-cime scale che sources are safely contained 

because of scringenc regulations for cheir encapsulation that eliminate risks 

such as fire, pressure, and corrosion. On the long-term,che great majority of 

radioisotopes will have decayed. I agree chac one of che appeals of ucilizacion 

of accelerators is che fact chac cheir descruccion, e.g. in an act of sabotage, 
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does usually not release sizeable quantities of radioactivity. For reactors che 

safety aspect tends indeed to favour the use of one large plant instead of many 

smaller ones because it is easier to safeguard. 

Vhite (Grenoble) 

Could you give more details of why che neutron radiography of malignanc bone 

gives a better definition of the malignant zone Chan X-ray radiography 1 Is it 

for exasple due Co differences in water concent between diseased and normal regions ? 

Could the neutron method be used to pilot che development of beccer scains for 

Che X-ray mechod ? 

Xeiikanp 

It may very well be that che difference in hydrogen density between malignant and 

normal osseous tissue is not che only reason of che dramatic improvement of signi

ficance of information for neutron as compared to X radiographs. The photographs 

I have shown have been taken by a research team that is known co have developed 

neutron radiography Co a point where the ultimate in performance is obtained. 

It seems indeed possible that using these results considerable improvement of the 

X-ray technique, e.g. in the choice of energy (or energies), fi\m treatment etc. 

is possible. Also che combinacion of the two methods will certainly yield more 

decisive informacion than either of them alone. 

de Burbure de Wesembeek (Mol) 

1) You showed curves of small angle scattering on welds irradiated in a reactor. 

How small can che samples be for such an analysis ? 

2) Can trace elements be analysed in steel by neutron activation ? 

The small angle scattering tests I showed were done on a neutron guide Cube 

ac the reactor FRG-1. For the actual size of the samples I suggest a comment 

by the expert who happens co be with us here. 

?. Wi ! Ie (Oeeathasht) 

The actual samples were about the size of a thumb nail, or 1 cm3. 

The size is not critical, and che device used can accommodate a large variety 

of sample sizes and shapes. 

Neutron activation analysis of steel samples is possible and has been reported. 

The two major problem areas are 

1) the fact that conventional multi-element NAA is a slow procedure not already 

applicable to cases where decisions are required on-line (in contrast to che 

fast-neutron method routinely used for on-line oxygen determination in steel),and 

2) che 3Cron? activation of the iron matrix which eventually limits the sensitivity, 



Y<zn Asszks 'Mol! 

Is chère any progress in Che applicacion of che (n,y) reaccion ? 

Progress in che routine use of che (n.y) mechod for analycical applicacions has 

been remarkably slow. One of che reasons may be che face chac beam hole reaccors 

are usually shared by users of cvo categories one of which tends co splash neu

trons around everywhere, chus producing a large y-ray background which evencually 

l imits che s e n s i t i v i t y of che mechod. Although i t may not be possible Co bring 

che quancities of sample material required down co che values necessary for NAA, I 

do chink che mechod i s inherently s e n s i t i v e , precise and much faseer (than MAA), 

and although che d i f f i c u l t i e s are not t r i v i a l , I strongly reconnend chac more ef

fort be devoced co i cs developmenc. 


